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Abstract
Robots are now more than ever capable of performing a plethora of demanding tasks. However, as the presence of robotic technologies in everyday life grows rapidly, the role of humans in controlling the robots becomes of utmost importance. An efficient human-robot control interface is, therefore, required. In particular, an interface that would allow the user to control a robot in a continuous way by performing natural motions with his/her arm would be very effective. Neural interfaces and especially surface electromyographic (EMG) signals were proposed more than 30 years ago for actuating prosthetic limbs. Since then, a wide-range of algorithms and hardware solutions have been proposed. Multi-fingered prosthetic hands and agile arms are now capable of mimicking the function that the human counterparts provide. However, advances in the EMG-based control of prosthetics did not proceed at the same speed. This article will give an overview of the research done on the EMG-based human-robot control interfaces, focusing on the main advantages and disadvantages of this technology. Finally, future directions of the field will be discussed.

Background & Introduction
Despite the fact, robots came to light approximately 50 years ago, the way humans control them still is an important issue. In particular, since the use of robots is increasingly widening to everyday life tasks (e.g. service robots, robots for clinical applications), the human-robot interface plays a role of the utmost significance. A large number of interfaces have been proposed in previous works, where some examples can be found in [1-3]. Most of the previous works propose complex mechanisms or systems of sensors, while in most of the cases the user should be trained to map his/her action (i.e. three dimensional (3D) motion of a joystick or a hepatic device) to the resulted motion of the robot. When a human controls a robot, it is desirable to use natural limb movements or signals generated from him/her. This would improve the immediacy of the robot control as the human operator would consider the robot as an extension of him/herself.

Neural interfaces for controlling robots have been proposed in applications ranging from prosthetics to remote teleoperation. Focusing on non-invasive interfaces, surface electromyography (EMG) has gained a lot of interest during the last decades. Surface EMG signals provide an excellent source of information of the user's intention to move, therefore can be utilized as control interfaces for robots. They provide a fast and practical way of communicating control commands to artificial systems, since their recording requires surface placement of passive electrodes on the user's skin. Moreover, since EMG signals encode information that is generated by the brain, they can contain planning and execution information that can be very useful for the control of artificial systems. Up to the present, many researchers have investigated EMG signals as control interface for robots. The studies in this field can be classified into three groups: the control of prosthetic arms and hands; the application to orthoses mainly for rehabilitation purposes; and the control of remotely operated robots. As examples of the first, Smagt et al. [4] used EMG signals from ten muscles of the forearm to control a four-fingered robot hand. Myoelectric signals were also used for the control of a complex robot hand in Farry et al. [5]. A hand prosthetics using pattern recognition of myo-electric signals can be also found in Kato et al. [6]. Quite recently, Tenore F et al. [7] achieved to identify 12 individuated flexion and extension movements of the fingers using EMG signals from muscles of the forearm of an able-bodied subject, while a hydraulically driven multifunction prosthetic hand was driven by EMG signals in Schulz et al. [8]. A review on controlling prosthetic hands using EMG signals can be found in Zecca et al. [9] and Scott et al. [10], Jerard RB et al. [11] and the Jacobson SC et al. [12] were driven by EMG signals in the past too.

Regarding orthotic devices, a lot of robotic mechanisms intended for either rehabilitation or extension of human ability have been developed during the last decades. As examples of the latter, Kazerooni proposed a new class of robot manipulator worn by humans in Kazerooni [13]. In these devices, the human in physical contact with the robotic manipulator exchange power and information signals. Similar orthotic devices for the upper limb have been developed and presented in Cavallaro et al. [14]. In this case, the exoskeleton robot serving as an assistive device worn by the human, functions as a human-amplifier, while EMG signals are used as the main control signal providing high intuitiveness.

Robotic manipulators have been often remotely operated using EMG signals. Fukuda et al. [15] proposed a human-assisting manipulator teleoperated by EMG signals and arm motions. A position tracking system was used to track arm motions, while EMG signals recorded from the forearm muscles were used to estimate hand and wrist motion. A 2-dimensional myoelectric control of a robot arm was realized recently in Celani et al. [16].

In most of the studies mentioned earlier, EMG signals were used to decide the desired posture (in the cases of robot hands) or direction of motion (in the cases of prosthetic and remotely operated robot arms). However, a continuous representation of the user’s motion would be essential for an effective EMG-driven robotic device. Particularly, in the case of robot arm control, a control interface able to output smooth
profiles of motion, rather than a set of binary or generally discrete variables, is of utmost importance.

Artemiadis and colleagues have worked on the EMG-based control of robots over the last 8 years and provided a wide range of algorithmic approaches that decode robot control variables from EMG signals. A novel decoding model that can estimate a continuous representation of the human upper limb motion through multiple EMG channels has been proposed [17]. Moreover, a method that detects and compensates for changes of EMG recordings due to muscle fatigue has also been proposed and tested [18-20]. The description of anthropomorphic arm movement and its fusion to the EMG decoding algorithm has been shown to improve decoding results in Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos (2006) [21] and Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos (2009) [22].

Why EMG?

Since EMG signals seem rather informative but difficult to decode and use for the control of devices, a list of specific advantages and disadvantages would be worth analyzing.

Advantages

Recording: In order to record EMG signals, surface passive electrodes need to be placed on specific locations on the limb. For arm muscles, it is generally easy to find the placement location of the electrodes, using the related literature [23]. Current technology allows the onsite (i.e. in the electrode) processing and amplification of the signal, as well as the wireless transmission of the signal to a remotely located station, a feature that significantly increases the practicality and efficiency of the recording [24].

Prediction: In most skeletal muscles, the EMG activity precedes the motion of the actuated limb. Activation and musculoskeletal dynamics are the main sources of this Electro Mechanical Delay (EMD), which is at the range of 50-100 ms based on the actual muscles. In other words, EMG signals can give information about the intention of motion, 50-100 ms before the motion actually happens. This feature can be greatly used in interfaces where such time delays in action can play significant role, e.g. for flight controllers.

Range of information: Skeletal muscles are not only responsible for moving our limbs. They are used to exert force to the environment, or withstand external forces, by adjusting the limb impedance. In fact, our musculoskeletal structure is capable of controlling the motion and the impedance of the limb independently, a feature that was only recently accomplished by robots. EMG is the only interface that can give information about the human limb impedance, without mechanically perturbing the arm. Finally, EMG recordings can also give information about the muscle fatigue, which can be related to the overall physiological condition of a human subject during the execution of a task. This information can be very useful in artificial systems working together with humans.

Disadvantages

Non-stationarity: EMG signals correspond to the activation of muscle fibers, however recorded over layers of muscle, fat and tissue. This highly affects the features of the recorded signal, which can alter significantly by various reasons, e.g. changes of the electrode position, sweat at the recording site, changes of the impedance of the electrode, muscle fatigue etc. Although Artemiadis et al. have proposed methods for compensating for those changes [18-20], more effort has to be made for achieving robust recordings, both in hardware and software level.

Subject-specificity: EMG signals are physiological signals, and as most of the latter, they vary from subject to subject. The subject’s physical condition as well as many other parameters can significantly affect the muscle activation recordings. The systems proposed so far include a training period where EMG recordings are being input into machine learning and pattern recognition methods in order to train a mathematical model to decode motion information.

Crosstalk: The human musculoskeletal system is highly redundant in the level of actuation. In fact, more than 30 muscles actuate 7 degrees of freedom in the human upper limb, excluding finger motion. Muscles are very close to each other, and in most of the cases overlapped inside our limbs. Therefore, recording from a specific muscle is not always easy. Crosstalk between adjacent muscles is almost always present, especially in the muscles for the upper limb. Therefore, recorded EMG signals do not convey information only from a specific muscle.

Conclusion & Future Directions

As neural interfaces are gaining interest in different fields ranging from medical applications (motor rehabilitation, neuroprosthetics, assistive devices) to human computer interfaces (gaming technology, remotely operated devices, human-machine interaction), EMG signals play a significant role due to their practicality and noninvasiveness. It is, however, the efficiency of this human machine control interface that will finally decide whether they are going to be used in every-day-life applications or not. Advances both in hardware (smart electrodes, on board computing, etc) and software (auto-calibration, high-bandwidth information decoding, etc) are required for making EMG an efficient control interface. It is the author’s belief that the research community is not far from making those advancements reality, and that MG based control of artificial systems will revolutionize the 2010 decade.
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